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Lost World
Dominic Hamilton treks to the ‘Lost World’ of
Mount Roraima in Venezuela
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EVER SINCE WALTER RALEIGH
described a mountain of crystal
on his deluded expedition up the
Orinoco to find Lake Manoa and
El Dorado, the sandstone
plateaux of the Guyana Shield
have attracted curiosity and
conjecture, botanists and
explorers, missionaries and fortune hunters. Roraima is the
highest of the extraordinary
Mesa mountains that puncture
the plains of this ancient shield.
Its flanks rise sheer above the
surrounding forests and savannahs, reaching 2,810 metres,
while its surface spans some 40
square kilometres, over six
times the size of Gibraltar. In the
nineteenth century, reports
given at the Royal Geographic
Society from this far-flung corner of the Empire convinced
many members that life on the
summit of Roraima, isolated
from the world, could have been
suspended in its evolutionary
development.

Speculation, at the height of the great evolutionary
debates in England, reached fever pitch. In April
1877, only six years after the publication of Descent
of Man, an editorial in The Spectator pleaded "Will
no one explore Roraima and bring us back the tidings which it has been waiting these thousands of
years to give us?" Various frustrated expeditions
answered the call, but it took until 1884 for the
incongruous-sounding pair of Everard Im Thurn and
Harry Perkins, sponsored by the Royal Geographical
Society, the Royal Society and the British
Association, to bring back finally descriptions of its
mysterious summit. Im Thurn's account of his Jack
and the Beanstalk adventure, brimming with breathless conjunctions, is pure Boy's Own:
"Up this part of the slope we made our way with
comparative ease till we reached a point where one
step more would bring our eyes on a level with the
top - and we should see what had never been seen
since the world began [...] should see that of which
all the few, white men or red, whose eyes have ever
rested on the mountain had declared would never
be seen while the world lasts - should learn what is
on top of Roraima."
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle drew on these vivid
accounts to pen his classic adventure yarn The Lost
World, published in 1912, wherein the intrepid
Professor Challenger encounters pterodactyls and
prehistoric cavemen running amok atop the moun-

tain. Two Hollywood films later, scientists are still
finding new species across the reach of these
"islands in time."
The Pemón Indians that live in Roraima's shadow
regard the 'tepuy' ('mountain' in their tongue) as the
Source of All Waters, home of the Goddess Kuín,
grandmother of all Men. Its name means 'large
blue-green mountain.' The Pemón cherish and
revere Roraima. Im Thurn noted the Indians'
"extreme veneration and even affectionate regard"
for Roraima, "vividly personifying it, it always
seemed to me, in a more real fashion than even
their wont."
Even though Julio, my going-on sixty Pemón guide,
has climbed Roraima more times than he has
grandchildren (no less than twenty), he still gets
emotional about the mountain. "Look," he'd say,
pointing to the mountain with no more than his protruding lips, then pause, "beautiful."
Julio first climbed Roraima in 1952, "when I was a
youngster still," he chuckles. He guided the first
expedition up the mountain's twin, Kukenán. He
spent three weeks looking for a way up.
"Was he ever scared?" I ask him.
"Maybe the first time," he answers, "but then I
would whisper some tarén [magical invocations],
and always brought my machete with me."
Julio's present machete seems to date from another British expedition, this time in 1964. On its blade,
the words "Stainless Steel" are still legible, but

below them, only the upper letters of "Birmingham"
have survived decades of diligent sharpening. His
rucksack consists of a wooden branch bent into an
'O' to which his belongings are lashed with vine. Im
Thurn's porters used similar gear more than a hundred years ago, though it's doubtful they benefited
from white rubber wellies.
We spend our first night camped by the River
Kukenán, close to where villagers welcomed and
fed Im Thurn. It’s still possible to make out the flattened earth circles where thatched huts once
stood. From this point, Roraima and Kukenán loom
over the evening sky to the east and north-east,
their sides etched with white-line waterfalls.
Roraima's south-western flank runs at a near right
angle to Kukenán's wall, forming an amphitheatre of
rock into which unsuspecting clouds drifted and dissipated. Only rarely do these "sermons in stone"
deign to reveal themselves fully. The rest of the
time they play hide and seek, skulking behind banks
of vapour. Im Thurn's Indians never tired of telling
him that Roraima cloaked itself "whenever
approached by white men." With up to four metres
of rainfall a year in the area, the fabulous mountain
lies, more often than not, in the eye of the imagination.
The next day dawns cloudy and misty - no bad thing
for the tramp across the savannah towards our
shrouded goal. We climb gently along the path,
occasionally negotiating sticky bogs imprinted, like

d LEFT: - The ledges of the mountain give panoramic views of the savannah hundreds
of metres below

ABOVE: - Weird and scary rock labyrinths atop Roraima.
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a mud logbook, with hundreds of trekking footsteps. Only occasionally does the ledge that cuts
across Roraima's face, and up which we will have
to climb, appear, caught in brief snatches of sunshine. Until this route was proposed as a means of
ascent, all previous expeditions had concluded
Roraima was inaccessible. One declared a hot air
balloon was required. In 1878, Boddam-Wetham
professed exasperated, "nothing less than a
winged Pegasus could expect to attain the summit of the bare red wall that raised itself for hundreds and hundreds of feet." As we reach the base
camp at midday, the rock fortress seems all the
more impregnable.

d TOP: - Julio rests close to the river with Roraima flank rising
in the background.

ABOVE: - Roraima and Kukenan (left) bathed in light at sunrise.
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The climb is as spectacular as it is capricious,
clambering up tripping roots, wood and smoothed
stone, around rocks and boulders, across boggy
mulch, between weaves of trunks, until emerging
by a small brook at the base of the cliff. Catching
your breath, you look up through a gap in the
canopy. The vertical wall of rock thunders up into
the heavens, shooting down waterdrop arrows
which explode in a clatter on the surrounding
leaves.
From here, Im Thurn wondered if the boulders
which had blocked his predecessors’ paths would
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force him to abandon the ascent. His doubts were exacerbated by the
broken-up ledge, and, more importantly, by the waterfall which vaults
down from the summit at the far end of the ledge. Having spent the best
part of a week cutting a trail through the matted, soaked undergrowth,
on December 18th he finally struck out with his posse of porters.
Even now, after so many people have Grand-Old-Duke-of-York'd up this
mountain, it's hard going. But it's difficult to imagine what unforgiving
work slashing this trail for the first time must have been like. An assiduous amateur botanist, Im Thurn was also collecting plant specimens as
he went.
As we climb higher, sweeps of cloud reduce visibility to a few yards. As
quickly as they closed in, they disappear. When we finally emerge from
the forest, the prospect below resembles a conjured chessboard of forest and plain, sun and rain - the Enchanter Light pondering his next
move. From here, we make our way down and round a giant boulder,
before climbing again towards the roar in the distance. The waterfall is
in full flow. Donning waterproofs for the first time, we hug the edge of
the cliff and scurry as best we could over slimy stone shingles pounded
by waves of water.
Beyond the waterfall, the slope rises more steeply, effectively becoming
a gully between Roraima's dark, menacing ramparts. Picking our way
between hundreds of boulders, islands of numerous ferns, Befaria
heather and Heliamphora struggle, gradually diminishing in size and
number. Soon we’d come level with the mythical summit of the mountain, enter, as Im Thurn put it "some strange country of nightmares for
which an appropriate and wildly fantastic landscape had been formed,
some dreadful and stormy day, when, in their mid career, the broken and
chaotic clouds had been stiffened, in a single instant, into stone."
One small step onto a tepuy's surface is one giant leap onto another
planet. Coliseums of black, grey and aged rock surround you, carved
over millennia by relentless rains and winds. Faces and profiles, animals
and hideous creatures emerge in their strange, other-worldly shapes.
The topography dances in a funereal carnival of invention.
Faint paths of rubbed-away lighter rock provide the only bearings among
the ghostly, striated rock. Vegetation is sparse, reduced to weird and
wonderful plants, lichens and mosses. Water is everywhere, running in
rivulets, coursing through crags, gathering in crystal-bottomed pools,
faithfully seeking the mountain's edge from which to hurl itself, lemming-like.
Pagoda labyrinths, valleys of crystals, dark chasms and inky sinkholes
that disappear in the depths punctuate Roraima's moonscape surface.
The odd bird flits and chatters, but otherwise, the silence is deafening.
Unnerving. You lose all sense of scale, any track of time. This land is old
- these were once the valleys of Gondwana and Pangea, brimming with
gold and diamonds, charged with Life's current for over two billion years.
To the north of its surface, the borders of Venezuela, Guyana and Brazil
meet. Roraima divides their respective watersheds: the Orinoco,
Essequibo and Amazon. Roraima is more than a mountain. In few parts
of the planet are the elements more present. The Guyana Shield's water
cycle, from tepuy to forest to sea and back again, resembles "Chapter
2: Hydrology" in a 14-year old's Geography textbook.
Venezuela's Canaima National Park, the world's sixth largest park which
protects Roraima, fulfilled all five criteria for inclusion as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The waterfalls which spring from the tepuys including the world's tallest, Angel Falls - weave together to form the
fishhook arc of the River Caroní, which in turn disgorges into the mighty
Orinoco. Where the two rivers meet, the Guri Dam furnishes some 70%
of the country's electricity. As much as 40% of the tepuys' species are
entirely endemic, their evolution isolated for millennia. Of the park's five
frogs in the Oreophrynella order, each claims its very own tepuy,
although creatures little larger than thumbs are hardly the pterodactyls
of Conan Doyle’s imagination. Regional expert and guide Roberto
Marrero recently published a map detailing UFO phenomena across the
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national park. The tepuys’ profiles make the most
Spielbergesque landing site you could possibly
encounter.
I asked Julio about his experiences, eager for stories of strange beasts. The only animals he's
spotted, it turns out, are the foxes and dogs that
come to scavenge the visitors' food.
Roraima makes an inhospitable host. The summit
is cold and damp. Clothes never dry. You never
shake the feeling you shouldn't be present at all.
The rock's eerie, gothic forms begin to seep
under your skin. After three nights, you're ready
to come down.
As soon as we begin our descent, banks of
clouds draw in around us. Roraima's drawbridge
has clanked shut. Nearing the River Kukenán on
our way back, the mountains slowly begin to
emerge. We struggle across the river, its waters
lapping at our waists and rucksacks. On the far
bank, Julio calls me, nodding his head back
towards Roraima. I turn to see the mountain's
walls glowing blood red, serene in the still
evening air. "Parting looks," says the old Welsh
proverb, "are magnifiers of beauty."

WHEN TO GO
The driest months in the region are November to
April. Probably best time for views and full waterfalls is January and February. The busiest times are
Easter and then Christmas.

GETTING THERE
A paragon of modesty, Im Thurn insisted the conquering of Roraima amounted to no more than “a
long walk ending in a successful scramble.” I
think he was being bashful. Climbing Roraima,
then and now, is a journey to a unique lost
world.d

d BELOW: - Julio gingerly crosses the
Río Tek, with Kukenan shrouded in
cloud behind.

OPPOSITE: - Julio taking a breather
in the forest at the foot of the
mountain.

Flights to Venezuela’s capital Caracas cost upwards
of around £420 from London, with a stopover.
There is currently an engineering problem on the
motorway between Caracas and the airport, so
allow plenty of time for connections.
Roraima lies at the borders of Venezuela, Brazil and
Guyana. Most people approach the region of the
Gran Sabana from either the Brazilian Amazon and
the city of Manaus, or else from Venezuela: from
Caracas to the Orinoco towns of Ciudad Bolívar or
Puerto Ordaz, and then south to the frontier town of
Santa Elena de Uairén, 8 km from the Brazilian border. The Caracas-Santa Elena journey can be done
by bus or by plane in two legs. An excellent detour
is to take a small Cessna plane on Rutaca’s scheduled flights (www.rutaca.com.ve) from Ciudad
Bolívar, paying an extra $65 to do a fly-over of the
Angel Falls, the world’s highest waterfall. Be
warned, air-conditioning on Venezuela buses is brutal – take your sleeping bag with you on-board!
From Brazil, there are buses from Manaus to Boa
Vista, where you change for one to the border.
Santa Elena de Uairén is the best place to shop
around for a group of trekkers or a tour, if you
haven’t already booked one beforehand. It’s also
the best place for all supplies. If you're not going
with a tour from Santa Elena or elsewhere, you can
get dropped off the bus at the village of San
Francisco de Yuruaní on the main highway. From
there it's a day's hot and hard schlep up the road to
the hamlet of Paray Tepuy. You can also contract a
tour operator in Santa Elena to arrange a drop-off
and pick-up at Paray Tepuy.
You can hire a guide in San Francisco or Paray Tepuy
(ask for the ‘Capitán’ who will allocate you one in
the latter). You can pitch a tent in the village, and
there are some basic posadas in San Francisco.
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When you arrive in Paray Tepuy, you will be met by
the local Inparques (national parks) warden who
will ask you to sign the visitors' book, and write
down what you're taking. People from Roraima
Tours are the only Pemón-run operators in the
region and have a good reputation. Julio Lambos,
featured in this article, is from San Francisco. Ask in
the village for him or his son-in-law.

THE TREK
The trip usually takes six days. This allows for two
nights on the summit, though weather conditions
are very variable and often don't allow you to even
stay a night.
A typical trip looks like this:
Day 1 - Leave Santa Elena for San Francisco de
Yuruaní. Arrive Paray Tepuy. Trek to either Rio Tek,
Rio Kukenan, or Military Camp (5-7 hours).
Day 2 - Trek to Base Camp (3-4 hours). Base Camp
to Hotel area (5 hours).
Day 3 - Exploring -- could be to Triple Point (8 hours
round trip) or the Abismo (5 hours).
Day 4 - Rest or more exploring.
Day 5 - From top to Kukenan or Tek Rivers.
Day 6 - From Kukenan or Tek to Paray Tepuy (4-5
hours). From there to San Francisco de Yuruaní, and
on to Santa Elena.
Many tour operators in Venezuela, and particularly
in Ciudad Bolívar and Santa Elena offer trips to
Roraima from upwards of $25 a day per person
(excluding food, but including equipment).
All trips have to take a Pemón guide for safety reasons. Do not, under any circumstances, attempt to
climb the tepuy without a Pemón. First of all, it
breaks the norms of Canaima National Park, and
second of all, it’s highly irresponsible. Other people
will have to risk their lives to save you. Climatic
conditions on the surface are such that it is easy to
get lost in fog amid the moonscape within minutes.
A 10 year-old boy died on Kukenan in 1997 after he
and friends had climbed the mountain without a
guide. His body was never recovered. Respect the
advice of guides at all times, and if anything, bear
in mind that this is the home of the mawariton, the
evil spirits of the Pemón's world.
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Don't litter anywhere. Bring a small shovel for making a hole for a toilet.
For equipment, your best bet is asking around in Santa Elena. (Try La Casa
de Gladys, Ruta Salvaje, Last Frontiers, Kamadac). Most tour operators will
rent you sleeping bags and tents (you leave a deposit). If going independently, you will need a decent sleeping bag, a good tent, a gas stove, a compass and everything mentioned in the What to Take section below.

ORGANISED TREK TIPS
Ask to meet the guide who will actually take you. Check his language skills
and ask to see his guide credentials (they should all have these, though it's
no guarantee of experience or expertise). Beware of sub-contracting,
especially when booking from abroad. Many companies use clandestine
transport and guides to cut costs or fit in more tourists. Responsibility
therefore suffers. Ask to see equipment, especially tents before signing.
Check how old it all looks or how bad it smells. Ask for a formal receipt for
any deposit you leave for equipment.
A recommended, experienced tour operator for the region and for
Venezuela (particularly the Andes) is Natoura Adventure Tours
(www.natoura.com, Tel. +58-274-2524216 Fax +58-274-2524075).
Bushmasters also offer various treks and tours in the area, including
Roraima. www.bushmasters.co.uk

MAPS & GUIDES
The best map of Roraima by far is the “Tepuis Of Venezuela: A Traveller’s
Reference Guide Map To Mount Roraima” by Emilio Pérez & Adrian Warren,
published by Last Refuge, 2002,
ISBN 0-9544350-0-1, RRP £7.99.
See www.lastrefuge.co.uk/data/book-publishing.html, or call 01934
712556.

WEBSITES
www.thelostworld.org
www.lastrefuge.co.uk

WHAT TO TAKE
• Waterproofs and sealable waterproof bags. "Canoe" bags for inside
rucksacks.

• Sunhat and sun cream.
• Decent water bottles.
• Good torch, plus back-up, plus spare batteries.
• Ankle high boots. Shin-high if you're trekking a lot in the region and worried about snakes. Gaiters are useful.
• Insect repellent and full-length shirts for mosquitoes. Dictionary of curses in 26 languages for puri-puri midges...
• A fleece and a sweater for cold evenings and nights.
• Warm sleeping bag.
• Bags of silica gel to combat humidity in optical/photographic equipment.
• Compass.

HEALTH HAZARDS
Malaria is not common in the Gran Sabana, but it can be prevalent in mining areas. Snake antiserums are recommended if trekking in the Gran
Sabana. Hopefully not needed for Roraima. Drink plenty of liquids to avoid
dehydration.

